SonicPics makes digital storytelling fun and easy!
Turn your photographs into narrated slideshow
movies to share with your family and friends!

Read, mark up, and share PDF, DOC, PPT and image
files! Join the over 1 million users worldwide who say
iAnnotate is “an indispensable tool to have,” and “the
reason I bought an iPad.”

SonicPics $2.99

iAnnotate PDF $14.99

iAnnotate’s intuitive interface and customizable set of features make it
the "go-to app" for taking notes on lecture slides, annotating important
business documents, revising screenplays, grading papers, and much
more. Read on to learn about the great capabilities of iAnnotate:
ANNOTATE: Choose from the pen, highlighter, typewriter, stamp,
straight-line, note, underline, strikeout, photo, voice recording, and date
stamp tools. Copy and paste annotations, even from one document to
another.
iBooks
• Explore a vast collection of books from all categories,
and for all ages and reading levels.
• Browse our Featured books to find the best and
buzziest new releases, perennial bestsellers, and
curated collections.
• Preview Books while you browse, and download free samples—
sometimes before they’re available anywhere else.

1. Add images from your photo library or snap new ones with
your camera.
2. Arrange your photos however you would like.
3. Record a voiceover narrating your images as you swipe
through them.

WordPress
Manage your WordPress blog or website on the go,
from your iOS device: view your stats, moderate
comments, create and edit posts and pages, and
upload media. Draft a spontaneous haiku on the train.
Snap a photo on an afternoon stroll for the week’s photo challenge at
The Daily Post. Respond to your latest comments, or monitor your stats
to see where today’s readers are coming from.
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Analyze Apps
Action Verbs
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Contrast
Distinguish
Categorize
Infer
Survey
Interview
Examine
Deconstruct
Differentiate
Simulate
Demonstrate
Classify
Deduce
Sequence
Outline
Mash
Determine
Compare

Activites
• Building
• Questionnaire
• Surveying
• Reporting
• Creating
Advertisement
• Spread sheeting
• Diagramming
• Creating
Mashup Media
• Summarizing
• Graphing
• Charting

Create, edit, and collaborate with others on documents
from your iPod, iPhone, or iPad with the free Google
Docs app. With Google Docs you can:

Whiteboard Drawing is the perfect app to draw some
sketches quickly or to paint beautiful pictures! The only
limit is your imagination!

Google Docs

Quick Sketch

Choose from many colors and set the thickness of the line to whatever
* Create new documents or edit any that were created on the web or on
you want, save files and complement them later, erase mistakes quickly another device
and export your images incredibly easily to your photos library, another * Share documents and work together with others in the same
app or send them directly to your friends.
document at the same time
* Open, edit, and save Microsoft Word documents
Puffin Browser $5.99 (free version available)
VoiceThread

Create and share dynamic conversations around
documents, snapshots, diagrams and videos -basically anything there is to talk about. You can talk,
type, and draw right on the screen. VoiceThread takes
your conversations to the next level, capturing your presence, not just
your comments.
FEATURES
* Add images and videos from your device.
* Flip through pages and annotate slides while you narrate.
* Sharing is as easy as sending an email.
* Access your VoiceThread account and all of your content just by
signing in.
Kodable
Program4.49ming Curriculum for Elementary
This companion app to the award-winning Kodable
Curriculum is designed to teach computer science to
elementary students grades K-5 (Ages 4-11).
KODABLE CURRICULUM (Common Core Aligned)
Kodable is the only complete K-5 curriculum taking students from
learning to think like a programmer in Kindergarten to writing REAL
JavaScript by 5th grade. No computer science knowledge required of
teachers!

Wicked Fast: Puffin speeds up mobile browsing by
shifting the workload from the resource-limited devices
to the cloud servers, and resource-demanding
webpages can run super-fast on your phones or
tablets.
Cloud Protection: All traffic from Puffin app to Puffin server are
encrypted, a protection from nearby hackers. It’s safe to use public nonsecure WiFi through Puffin, but not safe at all for most browsers.
Save Your Bandwidth: Puffin uses proprietary compression algorithm to
transmit web data to your device, and it can save up to 90% of your
bandwidth on regular web browsing. (Please be noted that streaming
Flash content or videos requires more bandwidth than the normal
usage.)

BlogPress $ 4.49
An easy blogging app for both iPhone/iPod Touch and
iPad and it is highly intergraded with your favorite
social networks: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr
and Picasa!!
BlogPress is simple, easy to use, and come with rich features:
- Universal app optimized both for iPhone/iPod touch and iPad, now it is
also read for iPhone 5
- Text-image-mixed layout editor
- Easy photo and video uploader, fully intergraded with Filckr, Picasa
Web Album and YouTube

SmartOffice 2.4 $14.99
SmartOffice puts the power to work at your fingertips.
SmartOffice is a full-featured mobile office document
productivity suite designed to meet the needs of
today's mobile world. Users can view, edit, create,
present, print, save and share MS Office quality
documents directly on or from mobile devices.
COMMON FEATURES ACROSS ALL FORMATS
• View, Edit, Create, Share, Save MS Office documents swiftly and
securely.
• Editing: copy, cut, past, undo and redo.
neu Notes + $5.99
Take notes and draw on your iPad™ with the best app
in the store for handwritten notes, sketching, mind
mapping, and more! Express yourself with multiple
pens, each customizable with multiple colors, line
widths, and transparency/opacity. Annotate photos and
maps.
Unlimited undo/redo. Pinch zoom in and out of details. Organize
notes/drawings into notebooks. Use tags for finer levels of notepad
organization and management. Share using Twitter and email to send
PNG images and PDFs.. Create multi-page hand-written PDF
documents. Write notes with a stylus comfortably with the palm guard.
Supports the Apple VGA connector and AirPlay Mirroring.
Simultaneously display on your iPad and a second monitor or projector.
Wikipanion
Accessing Wikipedia has never been faster and easier
than with Wikipanion, designed for easy, search,
navigation and display of Wikipedia entries. Streamline
your browsing with history grouped by visit date, and
bookmarking that not only bookmarks individual entries, but individual
sections within an entry. Featuring intelligent features such as:
- Table of contents browser that knows where you are in the page
- Multiple search methods including Smart completion with entry
preview, Google searching and a full text Wikipedia search
- Dual language searching and language switching (hiding languages
you don't care about)
- Bookmark, including bookmarking individual sections of pages

Quick Graph
It is a powerful, high quality, graphic calculator that takes
full advantage of the multitouch display and the powerful
graphic capabilities of the iPad and iPhone, both in 2D
and 3D. A simple, yet intuitive interface that makes it
easy to enter and/or edit equations and visualize them in mathematical
notation.
It's capable of displaying explicit and implicit (opt) equations as well as
inequalities (opt) in both 2D and 3D, in all standard coordinate systems:
Cartesian, polar, spherical and cylindrical, all with amazing speed and
beautiful results, which can be copied, emailed or saved to the photo
library. Up to 6 equations can be visualized simultaneously, in both 2D
and 3D modes, this limitation can be removed by purchasing the
advanced feature set. All the features from the original application are
present and will remain free.
CourseNotes $5.99
Take notes and record audio during classes and
meetings, sync over iCloud to your Mac or other iOS
devices! Stay organized by keeping notes arranged by
subject and class meeting.
• Take notes with rich text editing, images and imported PDFs
• Record audio alongside written notes
• Sync over iCloud with CourseNotes on iPad, iPhone or other Macs
• Organize notes by subject and class meeting
• Print notes or export as HTML
• Track assignments and ToDo items
• Keep a unified ToDo list for each subject
Polldaddy
Collect survey data and do quizzes in the field — no
need for an internet connection. Offline Survey
Response Gathering- Just fire up the Polldaddy app
on your iPad, iPhone or iPod touch and enter your
Polldaddy account information (Polldaddy account required). Once
you’re logged in, select the surveys from your Polldaddy account you’d
like to make available for iPad, and the app will download all of the
questions information to the device. You can now take this survey out
into the world and collect offline responses and when you’re back on
the internet, you can sync those responses back to Polldaddy.com
where you can do all of the analysis and decision-making you’ve come
to rely on.

iTunes U
iTunes U provides everything an instructor needs to
bring the classroom together on iPad—build lessons
with apps and your own materials, collect and grade
assignments from students, start class discussions or
talk with students one on one to answer questions and
provide feedback.
For Instructors:
• Plan lessons, grade assignments and stay connected—right from your
iPad
• Add your own teaching materials—including documents, worksheets,
web links, photos and videos from a variety of document providers
Show Me
Turn your iPad into your personal interactive
whiteboard!
ShowMe allows you to record voice-over whiteboard
tutorials and share them online. It’s an amazingly
simple app that anyone can use, no matter how young or old!
- Record your ShowMe tutorial right away — no manuals or
complicated menus needed
- Drop in images onto the whiteboard
- Easily switch between drawing and erasing (as well as pausing and
playing) to make your ShowMe flow from concept to concept
- You can make your ShowMe as long or as short as it needs to be, and
record as many ShowMe’s as you want. Go nuts!
Microsoft PowerPoint
Now PowerPoint presentations look great on your
tablet and phone. When you edit or create
presentations, you can be confident that they will look
exactly how you want across PC, Mac, tablet and
phone. PowerPoint has the familiar Office look and feel along with an
intuitive touch experience, so you’ll be up and running in no time.
On iPhone, iPad Air, and iPad mini, the core PowerPoint experience,
including viewing, creating and editing presentations, is free. Or unlock
the full PowerPoint experience with a qualifying Office 365 subscription.
On iPad Pro, you need Office 365 to create and edit presentations.

CarbonFin Outliner $4.99
Easily create a todo list for today, or track an entire
project anywhere you are. Share your outlines, edit
them online, and collaborate with other Outliner users.
Highlights
• Create outlines full of notes, structured lists, tasks, or
detailed projects • Sync your outlines automatically to Outliner Online or
Dropbox for web or desktop editing
• Search through all your outlines or an individual outline • Tag your
outlines, and filter based on tag • Archive old outlines to hide them from
view without deleting
Easy-to-use Editor
• Drag and drop to move items within an outline • Copy, paste
• Undo, redo • Expand all, collapse all • Optional outline numbering •
Zoom in to focus on a single subtree
Priority Matrix
PRIORITIZE – FOCUS ON THE RIGHT THINGS
Communicate team priorities with shared project views.
MANAGE TASKS
Create tasks at the touch of a button, set due dates,
add notes, share files, Comment on any task to share updates in real
time DELEGATE- Assign tasks to team members with the touch of a
button Monitor team workload and progress with our comprehensive
filters MANAGE PROJECTS- Create projects to manage initiatives and
goals Keep projects private or collaborate with your team Gain a visual
overview of the moving parts of each project Outline and understand
project timelines with Gantt charts
Easy Chart
Simply,Beautiful Charts.
- Creates bar/line/pie/sidebar charts.
- Save to photos in small/medium/large size
- Works without an internet connection.
- Multiple Color Schemes
Advanced pack available through in-app-purchase enables:
- Upload to Facebook
- Upload to Twitter
- More Color Schemes

Ideament
Lets you easily draw a diagram - mind map, concept
map, or flow chart - and convert it to a text outline, and
vice versa. You can use Ideament for anything, such
as brainstorming new ideas, illustrating concepts,
making lists and outlines, planning presentations,
creating organizational charts, and more!
Create Ideas Instantly
Copy text from another app, such as an email, document, or web page,
and import it into Ideament to automatically create an idea.
myHomework
- Track your classes, homework, tests and
assignments
- Beautiful calendar display
- Supports time, block and period-based schedules
With the optional myHomework account, you also get:
- Sync across other platforms
- Access to our website
- Receive homework reminders
- Join your teacher's Teachers.io class and automatically download
their class information, assignments, files and announcements
The myHomework student agenda is today's students favorite way to
focus and reduce anxiety. With this school tracker, the information
normally hidden in the academic planner is now available everywhere.
Assignments $1.99
A way to organize work in an entirely new and sensible
fashion. Assignments, unlike other task management
programs, is built from the ground up to manage
schoolwork. View all of your work, or view it organized
by class. Search your assignments and view those that are soon due.
Quickly add your classes and each assignment you enter will be
organized with a flip of the onscreen wheel. Touch to add a recording to
any assignment.

Microsoft Excel
Now your Excel spreadsheets look better than ever on
your tablet and phone. When you edit or create
spreadsheets, you can be confident they will look
exactly how you want across PC, Mac, tablet and
phone. Excel has the familiar Office look and feel along with an intuitive
touch experience, so you’ll be up and running in no time.
On iPhone, iPad Air, and iPad mini, the core Excel experience,
including viewing, creating and editing spreadsheets, is free. Or unlock
the full Excel experience with a qualifying Office 365 subscription. On
iPad Pro, you need Office 365 to create and edit spreadsheets.
Google
The best of Google in one app. Say “Ok Google” and
find everything from nearby restaurants to the calories
in cheesecake. Google also shows you the info that
you need before you ask, like updates on your
favorite teams and traffic alerts.
Talk instead of type:
• Say “Ok Google” then ask a question*
• Google will speak the answer aloud
Polaris Office

https://goo.gl/NDCA7D

BEWARE OF THE PAID VERSION ******
Experience New All-in-One Complete Office Suite
compatible with MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint and
Adobe PDF. The Next Free Mobile Office is here.
Compact - Only 104 MB Size. Just one application enough for all
different type of documents.
•You can open, edit and save all type of office files such as word, excel
and powerpoint by one iOS office app installed.
•Looking for mini beam projector? Experience your first mobile
presentation in slide with pen and pointer features.

iThoughts $11.99
Mindmapping tool for the iPad, iPhone and iPod touch
(Mac version also available.)
Mindmapping enables you to visually organise your
thoughts, ideas and information.
Not sure if iThoughts is right for you? Try the free iThoughts2go app
first.
Export to:
• MS Powerpoint/Keynote (PPTX)
• MS Word/Pages (DOCX)
• MS Project (XML)
• PDF
Simplenote
An easy way to keep notes, lists, ideas and more. Notes
stay in sync with all your devices for free. Share notes
with other users to collaborate on a project together or to
access the same list.
Open it, write some thoughts, and you’re done. As your collection of
notes grows, you can search them instantly and keep them organized
with tags and pins. Work with other people on the same note by sharing
it and publish notes to the web for other people to see.

Penultimate
Combines distraction-free, natural handwriting and
sketching with the power of Evernote’s sync and
search. Take class or meeting notes, journal your
thoughts, or outline your next big idea—in the office or
on the go. From the first stroke, Penultimate makes the experience of
pen and paper more productive.
INK AND PAPER, MADE BETTER
Notes and drawings look spectacular in black or colored ink. Our inking
technology produces pen strokes that look natural, and Wrist Protection
prevents stray marks for writers of all grips. Choose from a number of
paper styles, or import an image to create personalized paper.

Prezi
Prezi Viewer - Practice, watch, and present prezis
anywhere. Got a presentation but no time to practice?
Prezi Viewer is a free app that lets you view and
present your prezis wherever, whenever.
Traveling to a big pitch or meeting? Why not use the transit time to run
through your presentation on your phone or tablet? Once you arrive,
connect through Apple TV’s Airplay to present live to your colleagues
both online and offline. Seated next to a killer prospect on the flight
home? You can present your saved prezis offline, so you’ll never miss
a connection. Prezi Viewer for iPhone or iPad means you’re always
ready to deliver.
Twitter
See what’s happening in the world right now. From
breaking news and entertainment, sports and politics,
to big events and everyday interests. If it’s happening
anywhere, it’s happening on Twitter. Get the full story
as it unfolds, with all the live commentary.
Be part of what everyone is talking about and get videos, live footage
and Moments, direct from the source.
Educreations
Educreations is a unique interactive whiteboard and
screencasting tool that's simple, powerful, and fun to
use. Annotate, animate, and narrate nearly any type of
content as you explain any concept. Teachers can
create short instructional videos and share them instantly with students,
or ask students to show what they know and help friends learn
something new.
DESIGNED FOR THE DIGITAL CLASSROOM
Create classes that students can join right within the app. Lessons sync
automatically between teacher and student iPads, so it's easy for
students to access teacher instruction and for teachers to monitor
student work.

Notepad + $22.99
Notepad+ is pen and paper right on your iPad exactly
when you need them. Take notes, draw, make
sketches, annotate PDFs, create lists and memos,
export your notes, and discover other great features.
From now on you can be more productive than ever!
CREATE & ANNOTATE
- Take notes in lectures, seminars, business meetings, and conferences
- ȺQRWDWH3')GRFXPHQWV
- Organize notes on a virtual board
Evernote
Let Evernote change the way you organize your
personal and professional projects. Dive in: take notes,
create to-do lists, and save things you find online into
Evernote. We’ll sync everything between your phone,
tablet, and computer automatically.
• Write, collect and capture ideas as searchable notes, notebooks,
checklists and to-do lists
• Take notes in a variety of formats, including: text, sketches, photos,
audio, video, PDFs, web clippings and more
• Use the camera to effortlessly scan, digitize, and organize your paper
documents, business cards, handwritten notes and drawings
Microsoft Word
On iPhone, iPad Air, and iPad mini, the core Word
experience, including viewing, creating and editing
documents, is free. Or unlock the full Word experience
with a qualifying Office 365 subscription. On iPad Pro,
you need Office 365 to create and edit documents.
WORD DOCUMENTS LOOK BEAUTIFUL
•Images, tables, charts, SmartArt, footnotes and equations are all there,
nicely formatted.
•On your phone, choose between the real document layout or an easyto-read layout..

BIG WORLD
Allows you to organize your important locations into
guides. Create as many guides as you want, for any
reason you can think of: travel, your favorite restaurants
or coffee shops, your own “Best-of...” lists, your friends,
family, or business clients’ Contact addresses, an
upcoming vacation, etc. Whatever locations are important to you, you
can organize them with BIG WORLD!
* Create as many guides as desired in your guide library.
* Add as many locations as desired to each guide.
* Display guide locations in a list, or on the guide map.
* Show guide locations on the map using colored pins, visited/not
visited status, or location type.
* Locations display as places, persons, organizations, or spots.
Corkulous™
Idea board is the incredible new way to collect,
organize, and share your ideas.
Plan any kind of event, collaborate with friends and
colleagues, manage project assignments, brainstorm something BIG,
prepare or teach a lesson, track your goals, keep track of your kids'
chore list, take notes, build a simple org chart, … and whatever else
you might think of.
FEATURES
- Notes, Labels, Photos, Contacts, Tasks, Index Cards, and Arrow
Flags
- Email board snapshots as PDFs or images
- Export board PDFs via iTunes File Sharing
- Save images to Saved Photos album
Popplet $7.99 (Lite Version – Free)
Popplet is the simplest tool to capture and organize
your ideas. With Popplet you can quick jot down your
ideas and sort them visually. Popplet is great for school
and for learning in the classroom and at home. Students
use Popplet to think and learn visually. By capturing facts, thoughts,
and images, students learn to create relationships between them and
generate new ideas.
Professionals use Popplet to generate ideas and plan projects. By
brainstorming visually or jotting down notes, Popplet helps
professionals organize their thoughts and generate their next big idea.

Keynote $14.99
Keynote is the most powerful presentation app ever
designed for a mobile device. Start with an Appledesigned theme and add text, images, charts, tables,
and shapes with just a few taps. Highlight your data
with stunning interactive bar, column, scatter, and bubble charts.
Present right on your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch. Or use video
mirroring to present on an HDTV, and preview your slides and notes on
your device using the Presenter Display.
• Choose from 30 Apple-designed themes to give your presentations a
beautiful start
• Use the slide navigator to quickly skim through your presentation, add
new slides, and reorder slides
Mental Note $7.99
Turn your iPad into a digital notepad. Combine
pictures, voice recordings, drawings and text - all on
the same page, in any order you choose.
- Draw with your finger using multiple colours and
widths on top of pictures, text, or anywhere else on the page. Zoom in
to sketch fine details.
- Choose a picture from your album and add it to the page.
- Password protect your private notes and flag your important ones.
- Attach Calendar events to your notes.
- Undo, redo anything in the note by shaking the device.
Feeddler
Feeddler is a fast and highly customizable RSS
Reader client that stays perfect sync with RSS services
and presents RSS stories in an easy-to-read interface.
Feeddler is a universal app that supports iPhones,
iPod touches, and iPads.
Features:
* Supports feed management - add/delete/rename/sort subscriptions
and folders.
* Able to set up each subscription to open articles directly in RSS, full
text mode, or web (online only).
* Able to mark all items as read for any RSS subscription or mark only
loaded items as read.

DataAnalysis
A general purpose iPad App for the plotting and fitting
of all types of data that can be formulated as x, y pairs.
The program can be used easily by both students and
professionals. It is particularly useful for quick analyses
of various types of data by curve fitting, value prediction via a standard
curve, and analysis of kinetic data including enzyme kinetics.
Data can be entered directly via the keyboard or imported from the Mail
App as a text file (.txt), and a comma separated value file (.csv). In
addition, data can be pasted from other Apps and imported via drag
and drop from within iTunes. Data files in txt, csv and native formats
can be imported directly from Dropbox. After data entry the user has
the option to average, baseline correct, and/or normalize the data
before plotting and fitting. Plotting of the data is as simple as pressing
the Plot button.
iStudiez Pro

$4.99

Unique built-in planner lets you input and easy manage
all types of schedules including classic, alternating (A &
B weeks), rotating and block schedule.
Not only you can enter most common course details,
but also add instructors with all related information such as office hours,
affiliation, phone number and email address. In addition, you are
supplied with an expanded set of icons designed especially for iStudiez
Pro to mark your class types and extracurricular activities. Color labels
are available for your convenience to mark each particular
course....FOLLOW UP WITH YOUR HOMEWORK

Use Your Handwriting
lets you finger write quick notes, lists and messages on
your iPhone or iPad and view them on your Apple Watch.
Its unique handwriting engine simulates the physics of a
fountain pen to produce smooth and fulfilling drawing
strokes. Your handwriting will flow beautifully and come out looking
elegant with natural variations in darkness and thickness.
* Hassle-free writing - To add a new item, simply press '+', start writing,
and hit 'Done' - it's as simple as that.
* Tutorials that teach you how to use the features of UYH by actually
using them

Dropbox
Dropbox is the place for your photos, docs, videos,
and other files. Files you keep in Dropbox are safely
backed up and you can get to them from all your
devices. It’s easy to send large files to anyone, even if
they don’t have a Dropbox account.
Features:
•
Access your files on any device, even if you’re offline
•
Create and edit Microsoft Office files from your iPhone or iPad
•
Share links to your largest files without using email attachments
Numbers $14.99

(See Excel – Free)

Spreadsheet app ever designed for a mobile device.
Created exclusively for iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch,
Numbers includes support for Multi-Touch gestures and
Smart Zoom so you can create powerful spreadsheets
using just your fingers. Over 30 Apple-designed templates give your
spreadsheets a beautiful start

Notes Plus $12.99
• Outstanding handwriting experience with razor-sharp
ink effects, palm rejection, and close-up writing mode
for fine writing. • Converting handwriting to text. 52
languages are supported.
• Typed text.
• Background audio recording.
• Automatic shape detection.
• Inserting images from Photos or directly from the camera.
• Importing PDF and DOC files to annotate.
• Exporting notes as PDF or images to Dropbox, Google Drive,
Evernote, email, and other apps.
SimpleMind+ Intuitive Mind Mapping
Mind mapping helps you organize your thoughts,
remember things and generate new ideas. We've
created a beautiful, intuitive app, so you can mind map
wherever you are and whenever you want.
Free Functionality
• Everything you need to get started with mind mapping.
• No ads.
• No need to sign up for an account.

Pearltrees
The place to organize all your interests. Save web
pages, photos, files, docs, PDF, notes and organize
them into beautiful collections. Explore and share
millions of contents on your favorite topics. With
Pearltrees, access all your interests anywhere, anytime!
Features:
• Have everything you like with you all the time
• Access all your collections from anywhere: computers, iPads and
iPhones
• Keep everything you like: web pages, files, photos, notes and more...
• Browse your favorite things blazingly fast
• Discover interesting stuff in your areas of interests
• Collaborate on your favorite topics
• Share all of this

Remember/ Understand Apps
Action Verbs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Activites

Match
Summarize
Paraphrase
Compare
Describe
Find
Expand
Infer
Interpret
Retrieve
Explain
Locate
Identify
Report
Exemplify
Classify

• Searching or Googling
• Mind Mapping
• Highlighting
• Commenting
• Recognize
• Social Bookmarking
• Blog
• Journaling
• Word Processing
• Social Networking
• Bookmarking or
favoriting
• Bullet Pointing
• Subscribing
• Recalling List Name

It's just like texting, but you don't have to pay for every
message (it works with your data plan).

Capturing and sharing your inner most creative genius
has never been easier. Introducing the first multidevice collaboration tool from Universal Mind. From
iPad to iPad with just a flick of the finger, iBrainstorm
has set the bar and has redefined the very nature of

Messenger (Facebook)

iBrainstorm

collaboration.
Add a note, then drag and drop it anywhere on the iPad's screen to
create any desired order or pattern. Assign colors to give additional
meaning or priority. Provide clarity to your students or classmates
through simple organization.
Facebook
Class pages, team pages, private groups for students to
connect….
• Share updates, photos and video
• Get notified when friends like and comment on your posts
• Watch and interact with live video
Family and community engagement resource.

Features:
Get to your messages without opening Facebook.
Bring your conversations to life with stickers.
Send photos privately.
Have group conversations and make plans on the go.
Text your phone contacts, even if you're not Facebook friends.
Share your location so people know when you're nearby.
Record voice messages.
Jot!
Jot! is a simple, fast whiteboard that lets you sketch
out your ideas and share them in real time. Draw, take
notes, or wireframe on your iPad quickly and easily as
soon as ideas come to you. Share your ideas via email
or save them as photos. Collaborate in real time over the internet with
Live Sharing.
VIEW IN REAL TIME
View other Jot! users sketches in real time over the internet. Join a Live
Sharing session and get on the same page in a snap.
SKETCH YOUR VISION

WhatsApp Messenger
FREE messaging app available for iPhone and other
smartphones. WhatsApp uses your phone's Internet
connection (4G/3G/2G/EDGE or Wi-Fi, as available) to
let you message and call friends and family.
• MULTIMEDIA: Send and receive photos, videos, and
Voice Messages.
• FREE CALLS: Call your friends and family for free with WhatsApp
Calling, even if they're in another country.* WhatsApp calls use your
phone's Internet connection rather than your cellular plan's voice
minutes. (Note: Data charges may apply. Contact your provider for
details. )
• GROUP CHAT: Enjoy group chats with your contacts so you can
easily stay in touch with your friends or family.

Apply Apps
Activites

Action Verbs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Play
Edit
Implement
Simulate
Share
Carry Out
Upload
Draw
Use
Operate
Record
Hack
Construct
Execute
Load
Interview
Run
Teach

Editing
Edi i
Taking Photograph
Role Playing
Movie Making
Demonstrating
Interviewing
Presenting
Mapping
Simulating
Sculpturing
Making Diary
Collecting
Making Puzzle
Scrap Booking
Drawing Diagram

Maptini $4.99
Build mind maps collaboratively on your iPad, iPhone,
or the Web, syncing data in real time as you work with
your friends, classmates or colleagues from anywhere
in the world. Easy-to-use interface and real-time sync
makes creating mind maps a state-of-the-art
collaboration experience. Your co-creators can add to the visual map
from their own devices, and their changes will appear on your screen as
you work.
Work from your portable device using this app, or head to Maptini.com
to create, edit and share maps on the Web.
Snap the Notion
A learning game app designed for classroom use,
and can be used anywhere you want to promote
students’ collaboration, communication and creativity
by transforming learning tasks in a fun way.
The game has been designed with the following requirements in mind:
• It should be fun
• It should be instructive
• The game should promote collaboration between students
Pages $14.99
Word processor on a mobile device. Pages has been
designed exclusively for the iPad, iPhone, and iPod
touch with support for Multi-Touch gestures and Smart
Zoom.
Get a quick start by using one of over 60 Appledesigned templates. Or use a blank document and easily add text,
images, shapes, and more with a few taps. Then format using preset
styles and fonts. And use advanced features like change tracking,
comments, and highlights to easily review changes in a document.
Collaborate with others at the same time (beta)

Strip Designer $4.49
Select one of the many included comic book page
templates. Add photos or drawings. Insert balloons to
add life to your pictures. Finally, add comic book
symbols (stickers) like "Boom", "Splash", or "Bang" to
spice up the story and give it that extra comic book look. Once you are
happy with your new graphic novel, share it with friends and family.
Photos can be added from the camera, your photo-album, or
downloaded directly from your Facebook account. You can apply filters
to photos, and change the layout of the page to fit your needs. You can
even paint on the photos, or draw your own sketches from scratch.
TED Talks
Feed your curiosity and expand your world with TED
Talks.
Explore more than 2,000 TED Talks from remarkable
people, by topic and mood, from tech and science to the surprises of
your own psychology.
Skype
Skype keeps the world talking. Free messaging, voice
and video calls with anyone for free.
- Talk face to face with a video call.
- New group video calls with up to 25 people.
- Free voice calls to anyone else on Skype. Add up to 25 people on a
group call.
- Message your friends in an instant and add up to 300 people to a
group chat.
- Call mobiles and landlines at low rates (Skype to Skype calls are
always free).
Try a mystery Skype with an expert!

Awesome Note 2 $5.99
All-in-one Organizer, Awesome Note 2 is integrated
with note and schedule management is now available!
· It can be used not only for simple notes, but also for
rich and wonderful writing tools.
· Make even more powerful notes to add photos, voice
recordings and drawings.
· Easily create diary notes to display feeling, weather or road map
information.
· Check todo lists and manage all schedules with using calendar
· Receive notifications for important events and easily manage
anniversaries and birthdays.
Wolfram Alpha
Across thousands of domains--with more continually
added--Wolfram|Alpha uses its vast collection of
algorithms and data to compute answers and generate
reports for you.
Parts of Wolfram|Alpha are used in the Apple Siri Assistant; this app
gives you access to the full power of the Wolfram|Alpha computational
knowledge engine. Domains covered by Wolfram|Alpha include:
Kidspiration Maps $14.99
Kidspiration Maps helps young readers and writers in
grades K-5 learn to organize and classify information,
gain sight word knowledge and expand their ideas
into written and verbal expression. By creating story
maps, Venn diagrams, and webs, students visualize
what they are learning, improving their understanding
and comprehension.
Features:
- Friendly design developed specifically for iPad
- Diagrams are easy to build - and save instantly
- Create an unlimited number of documents

YouTube
See what the world is watching in music, gaming,
entertainment, news and more. Explore the hottest
videos on YouTube with the new trending tab.
Subscribe to channels, share with friends, edit and
upload videos and watch on any device.
Alternative – Kids YouTube app filters all videos by age
level that can be set by the educator. No ads and only
suggested videos by search that are within the age
selected.

Google +
Discover amazing things created by passionate
people.
• Explore your interests
• Group things that you love into collections
• Join communities of people around any topic
• Connect with people who share your interests
• Build a home stream filled with amazing content
iTunes U
Provides everything an instructor needs to bring the
classroom together on iPad—build lessons with apps
and your own materials, collect and grade assignments
from students, discuss one on one or in groups and
annotate PDF assignments.
For Instructors:
• Plan lessons, grade assignments and stay connected—all right from
your iPad
• Add your own teaching materials—including documents, worksheets,
web links, photos and videos
• Add instructions or comments to PDFs with built-in annotation tools
• See when students have viewed their assignments, completed their
work or remind them when they are due

Blackboard Mobile Learn™
If your school licenses Blackboard Mobile Learn, you'll
be able to use the app for free. If not, you will need to
purchase lifetime access for just $1.99.
With Blackboard Mobile Learn, you can:
-Receive push notifications of course activity
-Check Grades*
-Post to Discussions
-Attach files from Dropbox
-Read Announcements (instructors can post Announcements)
Edmodo
Edmodo makes a teacher’s daily life easier by
providing a safe and easy way for teachers and
students to engage and collaborate for free, anytime,
anywhere.
Use Edmodo for:
• Secure classroom discussions
• Posting assignments
• Gradebook tracking
• File sharing and uploading
FileMaker Go 14
Transform your business with FileMaker Go 14 for
iPad and iPhone. FileMaker Go is a free app that runs
FileMaker solutions on iPad and iPhone so you can
connect to your data anywhere. Easily share
information with your team while on the go. Check
inventory in the warehouse, create invoices during client visits, perform
inspections onsite, and more.
Use FileMaker Pro 14 to create custom solutions. Then use FileMaker
Go 14 to remotely access these solutions on your iPad and iPhone.

Ann’s Flashcards $5.99

Opera Mini
One of the fastest web browsers made for your iPhone
and iPad, now has a built-in ad blocker. It also saves
data, syncs your bookmarks and Speed Dials across
devices, and gives you fast, easy access to your
favorites. * Faster browsing - Choose from search results that appear
as you type; quickly access previously visited pages.
* Block ads - Save your screen space for the content you want to see
and speed up browsing.
* Data savings - Reduce mobile data usage by up to 90%.
* Unlimited tabs - Open and view as many tabs as you’d like..
Fring
Free Texting, Calls, Video and Group calls
* FREE VOICE & VIDEO CALLS
* FREE Group Calls (Voice / Video) with 4 friends at
the same time
* FREE text messaging
* Low cost calls to mobiles and landlines using fringOut
* Use over Wifi, 3G, 4G, LTE
* Turn your iPod or iPad into a phone
Showbie
Find out how easy it is to assign, collect and review
student work from thousands of compatible iPad apps,
or have your students complete assignments with
Showbie’s built in tools. Provide rich feedback using
digital ink, text and voice annotations right on images
and PDFs, and then add your students’ best work to personalized
digital portfolios that can be securely shared with parents.
• Share work from thousands of compatible iPad apps in a few taps
• Use the pen tool and pin text notes directly on any PDF or image
• Chat privately with individual students to provide timely feedback
• Record voice notes for verbal feedback or language exercises

iWish

With iWish you have all the tools you need to set
A number of cards are shown and spoken, and then
Smart Goals and Fulfill your Dreams!
hidden. The child then has to find the card spoken in
turn. Good working memory training whilst learning
DISCOVER :: Get inspired with a collection of more
letters, numbers, words and more!
than 1200 amazing ideas
• Wellness activities for Health and Happiness
• Work with 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8 cards
• Use cards with numbers, letters, food, animals, things at home, or text • Relationship goals with Friends and Family
• Beautiful Travel destinations and Places to See
• Select between 3 different speeds of how fast the cards are shown
• Sport and Adventures experiences
• Rewarding sounds are optional
• Career and financial goals, personal development
A star at the upper right shows the number of correct and total answers. • Lifestyle tips, interesting facts and helpful advices
Quiz Your Lizard
Bitsboard Pro $30.99
(FREE VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE with unlimited
Create your own study material, and view it how you
access to the community boards!)
like; on the go, and in one of three modes - Study, Pop
- Study almost anything for free across 25 addictive
Quiz, and Spelling. You can even share your creations
mini-games in one app
with others. Several samples are included, but the true
- Easily create your own study sets or download study
power is creating your own quizzes, whether it be for a
sets from teachers and classmates
class, learning a foreign language, or for fun. You can also enable
WHAT YOU GET:
reverse mode; you will be prompted with the answer, and you provide
• Access to the Bitsboard catalog including tens of thousands of
the question.
gorgeous flashcards and carefully curated lessons covering hundreds
of topics. • Bitsboard is ideal for learning languages, mastering
vocabulary, learning to read, learning to speak, becoming the next
spelling champion and so much more…• Bitsboard is fully customizable
to meet your specific learning needs
Flipboard
Inspiration Maps

‘Inspiration Maps’ allows you to create up to five
documents to test the functionality of the app for free
before using in-app purchase to upgrade to full,
unlimited function. ‘Inspiration Maps VPP’ gives you all
the features available in the Inspiration Maps upgrade
without having to use in-app purchase to access them. ‘Inspiration
Maps VPP’ exists to simplify the process for educators purchasing
through Apple’s Volume Purchase Program (VPP) for Education.
BUILD DIAGRAMS & OTHER GRAPHIC ORGANISERS WITH EASE
BRAINSTORM IDEAS
GET ORGANISED
WRITE, TAKE NOTES & PLAN
STRENGTHEN UNDERSTANDING & BUILD RETENTION

Social magazine used by millions of people everyday.
It’s the one place to keep up on all your interests –
reading, collecting and sharing stories you care about
has never been easier.
Download the app and dig into your Cover Stories, a personalized
selection of articles, news and videos from the top publishers, blogs
and social media sites. Personalize and fine-tune your Flipboard as you
go by liking and sharing the articles you love, muting the ones you
don't, and even creating personal Flipboard Magazines on anything
you’re passionate about.

Microsoft OneNote
Capture your thoughts, discoveries, and ideas with
OneNote, your very own digital notebook. With
OneNote you can seize that moment of inspiration,
take your class notes, or track that list of errands that
are too important to forget. Whether you're at home, in
the office, or on the go, your notes are available to you on all your
devices.
-- Capture anything -Take a picture of the whiteboard in a meeting with auto-cropping and
photo enhancements. Add your PowerPoint presentation or PDF for
school.
Wunderlist
A simple to-do list and task manager app that helps
you get stuff done. Whether you’re sharing a grocery
list with a loved one, working on a project, or planning
a vacation, Wunderlist makes it easy to capture, share,
and complete your to-dos. Wunderlist instantly syncs
between your phone, tablet and computer, so you can access all your
tasks from anywhere.
• Add, organize, schedule and share your to-dos from your phone,
tablet or computer
• Set Due Dates and Reminders to ensure you never forget important
deadlines (or birthday gifts) again
iDesign $12.99
Precision 2D vector drawing & design for the iPad,
iPhone & iPod Touch.
Make professional quality designs, illustrations and
technical drawings on the move using your fingers at
last! iDesign has unique features and offset controls
which allows you to draw accurately with your finger not getting in the
way or blocking your view.
Full feature compatibility and automatic sync of designs via iCloud with
XDesign (Mac version), keep all your designs in sync automatically
between your Mac, iPad and iPhone.

Groupboard

StumbleUpon
Discover the web like never before. StumbleUpon is
the best way to find and share the best of the web.
Simply tell us what you’re interested in and we’ll serve
up the perfect mix of photos, articles, recipes, quotes,
news, art, videos, memes, travel tips and much more.
- Follow your friends and share your discoveries
- Create lists of your favorite topics and follow other lists to find more
content you love
- Blaze through the best of the web at lightning speed
- Share your discoveries via Facebook, Twitter, Email, and SMS
Stop searching and start Stumbling!
Flashcard Machine Free for the first 100 FLIPS then
$4.99 for unlimited
- Create your own flashcards
- Access millions of flashcards created by other users
- Intuitively separates flashcards into “correct,”
“wrong,” and “flagged” piles for future study sessions
- Tag and discover flashcards based on location (great for sharing
flashcards with a class)
- Scroll down to see all of Flashcard Machine’s features!

2Screens $4.49
Presentation Expert is a feature rich document
manager and viewer, complete with integrated web
browser and whiteboard. It works seamlessly with TVout, AirPlay, cloud storage, whiteboard and far more.
The app has been designed specifically for people like you,
professionals who care about the image they portray to their audiences.
Lecturers, pastors, sales professionals, seminar leaders and others will
find 2Screens to be the very best iPad presentation tool on the market.
Show presentation materials stored in local folders on your iPad or on
websites, switch screens, display PDFs, images, Keynote/PowerPoint
slides, spreadsheets, whatever you want, quickly and easily.

Twitterrific

Turns your iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad into a
Twitter client that’s easy to understand and a delight to
collaborative whiteboard, allowing you to draw and chat
use.
in real time with other people anywhere on the internet,
even with users using a web browser.
Customize fonts, avatar sizes, image thumbnails and
Simple to use - simply start the app and then draw on the screen by more via the theme panel. Quickly respond to tweets, change accounts
dragging your finger. Use two fingers (pinch) to scroll and zoom. Click or view conversation threads with minimum of effort using gestures.
the Connect tab to connect with other people.
Rich media support including multiple images & Twitter animated GIFs.
Robust VoiceOver support means Twitterrific is accessible for users
with vision impairments. • Universal app for iPhone and iPad
• Live streaming of tweets over wifi
• Large, beautiful images in your timeline
• Muffle or mute hashtags, users, or URLs that you don’t want to see
You can set up your own free Groupboard which allows you to connect
to 5 other people. Once you have set up your own Groupboard, you can
access it from a web browser by clicking on a link, or from an
iPhone/iPod/iPad. You can also embed your Groupboard in your own
web page if you wish.
Conference Pad $7.99
Control a presentation on up to fifteen iPads, iPhones,
and iPod Touches from your device, simultaneously and
wirelessly over Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Display it seamlessly
on one or more external screens or projectors attached
to iPads and iPhones.
The controlling device - an iPhone, iPod Touch, or iPad - allows any
number of other devices to connect to it while it displays a PDF on its
own screen and any connected display. The display is fully under
*your* control; when you change pages, pinch to zoom and pan around,
or tap-and-hold to activate the laser pointer, all other devices instantly
do the same.
Clear Sea
Video Conferencing that Goes Where You Go
Connect securely regardless of device, including
standards-based SIP or H.323 (Lifesize®, Cisco®,
Polycom®, Avaya® (Radvision), etc).
Multiparty call escalation*, presence, text chat, content sharing, and an
invite-a-guest feature, ensure that you will never need to compromise
your video conferencing experience just because you’re on a desktop
or mobile device.

Roambi Analytics
Easily take data from anywhere and transform it into
interactive charts and visualizations specifically
designed for a mobile-first, multi-touch experience for
iPhone and iPad.
Use this app to:
• Create easy to use executive reports and dashboards
• Get data into the hands of mobile workers in the field where they need
it most
• Create stunning experiences to data that engage audiences and drive
adoption
Moodle
NOTE: This official Moodle Mobile app will ONLY work
with Moodle sites that have been set up to allow it.
Please talk to your Moodle administrator if you have
any problems connecting.
If your Moodle site has been configured correctly, you can use this app
to:
- browse the content of your courses, even when offline
- receive instant notifications of messages and other events
- quickly find and contact other people in your courses

Evaluate Apps
Action Verbs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Critique
Conference
Prioritize
Post
Justify
Conclude
Network
Compare
Moderate
Rank
Discuss
Judge
Verify
Select
Decide
Collaborate
Debate
Appraise
Support
Defend
Give Your Opinion

Activites
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hypothesis
Critiquing
Judgment
Opinion
Court Trial
News Item
Survey
Reporting
Simulation
Summary
Self-evaluation
Recommendation

This is a simple timer application for your presentation.

An easy to use, yet powerful flashcard app which you
can use to study just about anything you want. I use
this app for my own Chinese studies, and am
constantly improving it to make it better for myself and
others.

Presentation Timer

Flashcards Deluxe $5.99 (Lite Version for Free)

• Two smart study modes that automatically focus more on the cards
you miss: • Quizlet.com integration - Browse and download any of their
4 million+ flashcard sets. • Text to speech (TTS) audio in 18 languages
(no internet connection needed to study) • Multiple choice option
• Spelling tests (listen to audio and use keyboard to answer)
• Searchable listing of your cards that allows you to easily look up other
terms as you study • Organize decks in folders and combine decks for
studying • Several flashcard color themes to choose from (sky, wood,
chalkboard, etc.) • Divide cards into categories • 1 to 5 sided cards
• Include pictures and sounds. Zoom into pictures. Auto repeat sounds.

- You can set up to three bell timing.
- The timer color will change after bell rings.
- You can ring bell manually.
- Support count-up / count-down mode.
- Support rotation.

Action Verbs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create Apps
Activites

Compose
Transform
Imagine
Suppose
Suggest
Create
Originate
Change
Rearrange
Produce
Design
Produce
Find an Unusual Way
Hypothesize
Invent

• Mutimedia
Presentation
Storytelling
TV/Radio Program
Mixing
ePub or iBook
Podcasting
Cartoon
Animating
Videocasting
new Game
Rap
Song
Video Editing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easily make your doodles come to life and share
them with your friends. FlipBook has everything
you need to get started animating.

This is the original “classic” version of Explain
Everything, used by over 3 million people all over the
world who are creating videos and classroom projects
with this leading unique interactive screencasting

FlipBook $7.99 and FlipBook Lite

Explain Everything $9.99

whiteboard!
If you are looking for the current version of the app that includes realtime collaboration, integration with Explain Everything Discover,
awesome new drawing and shape features, please search for Explain
Everything Collaborative Whiteboard and look for the white icon
http://appstore.com/explaineverything .

Load images from your photo library, including images taken with
your iPhone's camera, and draw on top of them. If you make a
mistake, just touch Undo. Touch Play when you're ready to see
how your movie looks. Share your movie by uploading it to
flipbook.tv so that everyone can see it. FlipBook puts animation
into your hands.

DoInk $7.99
Animation App –
Key Features & Benefits:
• easy-to-use, yet powerful vector drawing tools
• simple enough for doodlers, with advanced features for skilled
artists
• flipbook-style animating – great for beginning animators
• keyframe animating – graduate to powerful animation
techniques
• drag your finger to create motions paths – easy to make
sophisticated animations
• make H.264 movies & PNG images – view on your iPad or save
to the camera roll
• extensive collection of reusable art "props" (static and animated)
• extensive documentation embedded in the app

Writers Studio $7.99

Drawing Pad $2.99

Easily Edit Text, Graphics, Music & More!
Tap a tool, choose a color, and start drawing. It’s really
that simple.
Anyone can Write! Writer's Studio gives you the tools
Your artwork is automatically saved in the Drawing
you need to create amazing personal eBooks &
Pad album. Manually save additional versions by
presentations. Fill your work with Text, Art & Graphics. Set Page Timing tapping the button in the drawer depicted as as USB flash disk > Save
& Layout, perfect your Book, and Publish!
to Drawing Pad Album.For advanced brush options, tap the brush
Powerful Rich Text & Paint tools are ready to help you create. Import
thumbnail at the bottom of the drawer. Import photo backgrounds by
Photos or Graphics for use as Clip Art. Even add a Soundtrack! Voice,
first tapping the stationary icon in the drawer, then the filmstrip. Import
Music and Text to Speech are available right in the App. Writer's Studio photo stickers by first tapping the sticker icon, then the stack of photos.
gives your dreams the freedom they deserve!
Use one finger to move your photo and two fingers to rotate and resize.
Blender tool allows you to soften and blend colors!

Toontastic
Creative storytelling app that enables kids to draw,
animate, and share their own cartoons with friends
and family around the world. With over 14 million
cartoons created in 200+ countries, parents and
teachers rave about the app.
Simply press the record button, move your characters onscreen,
and tell your story. Toontastic records your animation and voice
as a cartoon video to share with friends and family.
iMovie $7.99
Browse and share your videos
• Enjoy all your videos in the full-screen Video
browser
• Quickly share a clip or a portion of a clip
• Mark favourite moments to easily find them later
Make Hollywood-style trailers
• Choose from 14 trailer templates with stunning graphics and
original scores by some of the world’s top film composers

iStopMotion $17.99

Creative Book Builder $5.99
Powerful, flexible, and professional ebook generation
tool. No matter you create book from scratch or
existing content, no matter your content is simple or
complex, CBB enables you to build your own content
in an efficient way. * Create different kinds of layout for EPUB: Classic
(re-flowable), Fixed Layout (WYSIWYG), Landscape, Portrait, and
Square books.
* All generated books should pass EPUB validation with EpubCheck
and should be read in any EPUB readers.
* Edit cover image and configure book information including book title,
author, publisher, etc.

GarageBand $7.99
Turns your iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch into a
collection of Touch Instruments and a full-featured
recording studio Use Multi-Touch gestures to play
a piano, organ, guitar, and drums.
Enjoy Smart Instruments that make you sound like a pro — even
if you’ve never played a note before. Plug an electric guitar or
bass into your iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch and play through
classic amps and stompbox effects. Use a Touch Instrument, a
built-in microphone, or a guitar and instantly record a
performance with support for up of 32 tracks.

Shadow Puppet

You can be a master filmmaker, directing your own
Create custom videos that are easy to share! Combine
blockbuster animation movie. It's fun and easy for
photos and video clips with your voice and favorite
everybody from kids to grandparents to tell your story
song. Draw on screen, add emoji stickers, zoom and
frame by frame, featuring your favorite toys. Turn the
pan. Create videos to tell a story, explain an idea, or
time spent with your children into a great creative experience and wow send a personalized message.
friends and family at your opening night.
*** Teachers & students, check out Shadow Puppet Edu. Everything
iStopMotion for iPad is also used in hundreds of classrooms all over the you love about Shadow Puppet plus new features designed for
world in all disciplines, honing creativity, problem-solving and classroom use! ***
communication skills in students of all ages.
Recordium $14.99 (Recordium Free Voice Recorder
Also available)
Let’s you highlight the track while playing or recording
audio, helping you focus on the most important parts of
your recordings.
Attachments such as notes, tags, and pictures can be easily added to
any part of the recording. This enables searching among your
recordings, allowing you quick access to the most important and
highlighted parts of your tracks.
Highlight the Audio
ƕ Highlight important parts of the track while recording or during
playback
ƕ Edit the highlighted parts on the touchable waveform easily

Web Albums for Picasa and Google Photos $2.99
The most complete Google Photo viewer, photo
manager, and slideshow player available on iTunes.
Web Albums App brings you quick access to your
photos and videos on Google Photos and Picasa Web
Albums to your fingertips. Web Albums App also lets you browse your
photos and videos offline, stream them to your Apple TV, automatically
backup your Camera Roll to a private online album in the cloud, keep
photos private with built-in passcode locking, print photos directly from
the app, as well as view your photos from multiple Google accounts all
at once.

Book Creator $7.99 (free lite version) For schools
there is a full version of this app called "Book Creator
for iPad" with unlimited books, no in-app purchases
and comic book templates!

Book Creator is the simple way to make your own
beautiful ebooks, right on your iPad.
And when you're done, easily share your book, or even publish to the
iBooks Store!
FEATURES
* Add text, choosing from over 50 fonts
* Add photos and images from your iPad's photo library, from the web,
or use the iPad's Camera
* Resize, rotate and position content as you like with guidelines and
snap positioning

Easy Stop-motion $3.99
Create, animate and share your own cartoons with
Easy Stop-motion Studio. Use dozens of shapes,
colors and templates anyway you want to make your
little animated movie. A juggling lion, a talking 6-eyed
monster, the only limit is your imagination!
• Learn how shapes form objects in a fun way!
• Draw the most horrible creature or the cutest elephant ever!
• Animate it to bring it to life!
• Add a soundtrack using the microphone, the keyboard or prerecorded sounds

Video Shop $2.99
An easy video editor with fast editing tools, filters and
many other effects for personalizing your videos.
1. Trim: Cut out any unwanted moments. 2. Music: Add
from your iPod library to your videos. 3. Sound effects:
Choose from animals’ noises, farts, explosions, laughter, and more. 4.
Slow motion (or fast motion): Adjust video speed to slow or fast. 5.
Adjust Display: Change Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, etc. 6.
Combiner: Merge multiple clips into one.
7. Text: Type your own text with color or various fonts. ….many more.

PicCollage!
With NEW seasonal stickers, backgrounds, and
templates, PicCollage has everything you need to
create amazing collages with your photos. Use our
powerful web search feature to find the perfect photos
to add to your creations, add GIFs and stickers, share on social media,
or PRINT your collages at home with the touch of a button by
connecting to your wireless printer!
* Import photos from your photo library, Instagram, Facebook and web
image search.
* Add text with lots of fun fonts to choose from.
* Simple touch gestures to rotate, resize, flick to delete.

AudioBoom
Hear the best audio and podcasts from across the
globe. KEY FEATURES
* Artificial intelligence so clever it hurts: the app
suggests content based on your listening history you’re just a tap away from discovering the next big thing.
* Daily Download: two hours of your favorite audio automatically
available offline every day. * CarPlay: plug the app into your CarPlayenabled dashboard and press play. * Your Radio: one tap, endless
possibilities.
* Explore featured and trending content from the world’s best audio
producers.
* Instantly search for podcasts, categories, playlists and content
producers - you’re never far from your favorites.

Puppet Pals 2
Teachers: Engage students by allowing them to
act out historical events, practice language skills,
or deliver a killer book report. The cartoons that
kids are making have delighted thousands of
teachers and parents around the world - let yours be next to
experience this award-winning digital addition to your classroom.
The finished projects are easily shared to be watched by others
(share via email, Facebook, or simply copy the video file to your
computer and distribute how you see fit.)
Pixelmator $7.99
a powerful, full-featured, layer-based image editor that
lets you touch up and enhance images, sketch and
paint, as well as create advanced image compositions
on iPad and iPhone alike.
Advanced Photo Editing
• Get started with dozens of beautifully designed templates
• Instantly improve your photos with single-tap color correction presets
• Take full control over the tonal range of your image with levels and
curves
• Easily remove color cast and set the right white balance

Pictello $30.99
Everyone loves to tell fun, engaging, and imaginative
stories. Go ahead and make a social story or visual
schedule for a child with autism or a slide show of
holiday pictures for your friends - Pictello makes it a
breeze to create and share! Whether you use the included naturalsounding Text to Speech voices, or record your own voice, Pictello is
the perfect tool for visual storytelling.
Each page in a Pictello story consists of a photo or video and some
text, which can be read aloud by a Text to Speech voice or your own
recorded audio.
- Support reading with word-by-word text highlighting
- Develop writing and spelling with built-in word prediction and Speak
as You Type

Easily create beautiful story books containing photos,
videos, text, and audio all in one gorgeous collection.

Voice memos + Photos + Text
Ideal application for those who value their time.

Story Creator

Photo Reminders

“It’s enough to * Choose the photo from the Photos
app, * Make a photo or * Record a voice message”.
How does “Photo Reminders” work?
For example, walking around the city, you can pay attention to the
poster: premiere of the long-awaited movie. You get the phone, take a
picture by the means of this application - at the necessary moment the
program will inform you that it is time to buy tickets. The application
remembers everything for you!

Chatterpix
Simply take any photo, draw a line to make a mouth,
and record your voice. Then share your Pix with
friends and family as silly greetings, playful messages,
or creative cards. And best of all, it’s FREE!
This App allows sharing via email, Facebook, and YouTube. If you'd
like to restrict these options, please download “ChatterPix Kids” - aimed
at kids 13 and under.

Photogene $4.49
- It's a full featured photo editor.͒
- Supports exporting and resizing multiple photos.
͒- Includes tools for editing and exporting metadata
and IPTC.
- Full featured photo editor: crop, straighten, color adjustments
(including histogram and curves), sharpen and denoise, retouch tools
and more. ͒
- Export or upload several photos at once. Photogene supports a wide
selection of export destinations, including Flickr, Dropbox, Facebook,
Twitter, Picasa, FTP and e-mail.
- Special effects: center focus, tilt-shift, vignette, frames, reflection, text
boxes and much more.

• Creating stories is fun, simple, and easy… even a
child can do it
• Supports gorgeous photos and videos
• Add Photos from device, Dropbox, Flickr, Picasa, or Facebook
• Can add text and audio recordings with every page
• Supports text highlights - which makes is it easy for kids to learn how
to read
• It's super easy to share stories with others and copy stories across
devices

Halftone 2 $4.49
Easily turn your photos into comic book pages and
videos. Choose a page layout, apply photo filters,
position captions, add speech and thought balloons,
place some WHAMs, BAMs, and POWs, mix in a few
sound effects, and share your creation as an image, multi-page
document, or high-definition video. There’s no faster or more fun way to
share your stories.
• Over 30 unique caption and balloon styles (speech bubbles, thought
balloons, banners, scrolls, and more)
DoodleCast Pro $7.99
Easiest way to create presentations on your iPad. The
app records your voice as you draw to create quick
presentations.
Rich feature set:
• Set backgrounds and import your own images
• Support for multiple pages as well as undo and redo
• Save videos and images directly to your photo album
• Built-in support for sharing via Google Drive, Dropbox, YouTube and
email
• Multiple brush and pointer styles
• Control over colours, line weight and opacity
• Take photos and quickly annotate them
• New rewind feature lets you fix mistakes quickly

